PRE- 2020 RAMADAN in AUSTRALIA

Ramadan: A day in the life of a young Australian Muslim (SBS - 15/07/15)

“Fasting Is About Being Thankful” This Is How Young Muslims Experience Ramadan in Australia (27/05/18)
https://mvslim.com/fasting-is-about-being-thankful-this-is-how-young-muslims-experience-ramadan-in-australia/

Ramadan is a good time to question crude stereotypes (SMH - 16/07/2015)

'It's not a punishment': Sydney Muslims speak about fasting for Ramadan (SMH - 26/07/16)

How we manage Ramadan in Australia from two Muslims (SBS - 07/06/16)

Fasting for Ramadan: Four Muslim Australians explain what it's like (ABC - 1/07/16)

Happy Ramadan! (Wait, can we even say that?): Common questions on Islam's holy month answered (10/06/16)
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-10/ramadan-explained/7499186

Olympian taking Ramadan in his stride (SMH - 06/06/16)

Space for the Holy: Meditations on the Meaning of Ramadan (ABC - 5/06/2017)
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/space-for-the-holy-meditations-on-the-meaning-of-ramadan/10095722

Eid Al-Fitr

Australian Muslims celebrate Eid (07/08/13)
https://youtu.be/n5St0QDGUb0

Marking the end of fasting month Ramadan, Eid Al Fitr in Adelaide (05/06/19)
CLICKVIEW: Being Muslim in 21st century Australia (2009)

CLICKVIEW: The Mosque next door Episode 3 (Starts @ 47 min 27 sec) (22/11/17)